CONTINUING SERIES

(P) Denotes: Premieres
(F) Denotes: Finales

GREENLEAF
Tuesdays (9 p.m. – 10 p.m. ET/PT)
The Greenleafs attempt to maintain a united front in the face of losing their church to Bob Whitmore and Harmony and Hope Ministries, but secrets past and present create what could be fatal fractures in the family’s fragile foundation. The Bishop continues working to mend his rift with Lady Mae while, day by day, Harmony and Hope’s grip on Calvary tightens. Greenleaf stars Merle Dandridge as Grace Greenleaf, Keith David as Bishop James Greenleaf, Lynn Whitfield as Lady Mae Greenleaf, Kim Hawthorne as Kerissa Greenleaf, Lamman Rucker as Jacob Greenleaf and Deborah Joy Winans as Charity Greenleaf-Satterjee.

(P) Tuesday, August 4 (9 p.m. - 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: The Seventh Day
It's the Greenleafs versus Harmony and Hope and neither will go down without a fight. Grace (Merle Dandridge) fights to stop the demolition. Lady Mae (Lynn Whitfield) tries to negotiate for the mansion, but a reveal about the original owner prompts Bishop (Keith David) to a revelation of his own.

(F) Tuesday, August 11 (9 p.m. - 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Behold
In the series finale episode, Grace (Merle Dandridge) and the Greenleaf family must lay the past to rest once and for all as God's plans for the future unfold.

LOVE & MARRIAGE: HUNTSVILLE
Saturdays (8 p.m. – 9 p.m. ET/PT)
“Love & Marriage: Huntsville” follows three power couples and longtime friends Melody and Martell Holt, LaTisha and Marsau Scott and Kimmi and Maurice Scott in the heart of Huntsville, Alabama as they balance real-life challenges in marriage, friendship and business. In season two, the group is working to get past their issues but there’s plenty of unfinished drama between these ex-business partners. The Scotts and The Holts are at odds and can’t seem to let go of all the social media shade. Kimmi and Maurice, who tied the knot in season one, are uncomfortably stuck in the middle of their friends and family drama, while adjusting to having Maurice’s son in Huntsville full-time. The Holts are welcoming a new addition to the family, but Melody is struggling to balance work, her booming brand, and four kids all while trying to repair her fragile marriage with Martell. Much to the frustration of Marsau, LaTisha continues to move forward with her full-time career, and makes a few frenemies along the way. With all the turbulence going on with these couples, it's safe to say that life in Rocket City will never be the same again.

(P) Saturday, August 1 (8 p.m. – 9 p.m. ET/PT) Episode 204
The feud between the Holts and the Scotts heats up, as Martell and Marsau have a face-to-face confrontation. Meanwhile, Kiuwah, Maurice’s ex-wife and mother of his son, wants to get together with Maurice and Kimmi, and during Tisha’s speech at a women’s empowerment event a surprise guest pops up.
(P) Saturday, August 8 (8 p.m. – 9 p.m. ET/PT) Episode 205
Melody confronts Marsau about spreading rumors and even though tensions are still high with the Holts and the Scotts, Melody invites Tisha’s daughter to a birthday party. Martell finally meets up with his father while Latisha’s mother, Wanda questions Kimmi’s loyalty to the Scotts.

(P) Saturday, August 15 (8 p.m. – 9 p.m. ET/PT) Episode 206
Melody embarks on a new business venture that puts her marriage on the front lines. Meanwhile, Kimmi’s loyalty is questioned. Later, Tisha finally confronts Melody at her kids’ birthday party about being escorted out of her launch party by security.

(P) Saturday, August 22 (8 p.m. – 9 p.m. ET/PT) Episode 207
Marsau receives an offer he may actually refuse, as Melody's ambitions frustrate an overworked Martell. Meanwhile, Maurice consults his ex-wife Kiuwha about a decision that could affect his current marriage to Kimmi. At Destiny's soft opening, the attitudes rival the attire.

(P) Saturday, August 29 (8 p.m. – 9 p.m. ET/PT) Episode 208
Melody juggles her passion projects while Martell juggles the kids. Fractured friendships find an opportunity to mend, while Wanda seeks to keep those wounds wide open. Latisha’s live podcast event brings (almost) everyone together for a panel discussion.

FAMILY OR FIANCÉ
Saturdays (9 p.m. – 10 p.m. ET/PT)
“Family or Fiancé” returns to OWN for another emotionally explosive season. In this high-stakes social experiment, there will be disagreements, heartbreak, resolutions, and hopefully healing, as engaged couples seek the blessings of their disapproving families before their upcoming weddings. The couples and extended families live under one roof for three days and participate in activities designed to strengthen their bond, unpack their differences, and show some very complicated relationships in a whole new light. In the end, will the experience confirm the families' concerns, leaving these couples to reconsider their unions? Or will it provide the families with a renewed understanding and persuade them to give their blessings to the couple’s happily ever after?

(P) Saturday, August 1 (9 p.m. – 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Amie and Craig
With only a few short weeks to go before their upcoming wedding, fiancés Amie and Craig attempt to mend some tumultuous relationships with their families. They soon discover, however, that fixing one issue leads to unexpected revelations and turmoil.

(P) Saturday, August 8 (9 p.m. – 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Brian and Jamarcus
Tempers flare when a man fears his soon to be mother-in-law doesn't approve of her son's upcoming union.

(P) Saturday, August 15 (9 p.m. – 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Imani and Colby
An engaged couple who recently renounced their religious beliefs attempts to win over the support of their deeply devout families. For the bride's sister, religion isn't the only concern as she fears her sibling may be changing against her own free will.

(P) Saturday, August 22 (9 p.m. – 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Brittney and Patrick
A young couple believes to have found their perfect match in one another, but before they look to the future, they must bury the past. While Brittney is still haunted by her ex-boyfriend, Patrick must reconcile with loved ones who feel abandoned by his new life.

(F) Saturday, August 29 (9 p.m. – 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Ashley and William
An aspiring influencer is engaged to a man with no social media presence, and who doesn't approve of her new career choice. And while her inspirational body posts leave his family to question her morals, her family worries about his controlling attitude.

GIRLFRIENDS CHECK IN
Saturdays (10 p.m. – 11 p.m. ET/PT)
Good girlfriends can get you through anything in life. With the help of a little tech and a lot of sisterhood, each week a group of four female celebrity friends hold a virtual chat room check in where anything can happen.

(P) Saturday, August 1 (10 p.m. – 11 p.m. ET/PT) Episode TBD
(P) Saturday, August 8 (10 p.m. – 11 p.m. ET/PT) Episode TBD
(P) Saturday, August 15 (10 p.m. – 11 p.m. ET/PT) Episode TBD
(P) Saturday, August 22 (10 p.m. – 11 p.m. ET/PT) Episode TBD
(F) Saturday, August 29 (10 p.m. – 11 p.m. ET/PT) Episode TBD
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